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General Information:

- Bi-Monthly publication, first published 1912
- Columns, Themed Issues, Book Reviews, poetry, “snapshots”
- Manuscripts read by at least two outside reviewers.
- Decision on manuscripts submitted within three months.
- Copies per issue printed 1998: 52,231
- Copies per issue printed 2003: 30,419
- Articles published by
  - 45% High School Teachers
  - 35% University professors
  - 20% Other (retired teachers, grad students, librarians, writers)

Content Trends

“As you know, EJ readers appreciate seeing real teachers in real classrooms with real students, all engaged in authentic teaching and learning.”  EJ May 2004, pg 6

- Practice based, rather than theory based. Theory used must be tied to the classroom application being focused on.
- Education based, rather than English based.
- Five years ago was more technology in English education focused. Now more democracy and diversity in education focused.
- Subject Range: grade school 7-12 including remedial

Recent Themed Issues

Secondary Readers Reading Successfully, Being and Becoming a Teacher, Teaching the Many Conventions of Language, Talking Literature, Popular Culture, Rural Schools, Re-Forming Writing Instruction, The Power of Imagination, Teaching for Exceptionality, Revitalizing Grammar, Multigenre Teaching, Shakespeare for a New Age, The World of Literature, The Truth about Nonfiction, Teaching Writing and Poetry, Assessing Ourselves to Death

Citations – articles ranging from 0-20 citations, usually with 3-7.

Most often cited:

- Lev Vygotsky Social constructivism, developmental psychology
- Louise Rosenblatt “Literature as Exploration” (1938) – adolescent reading
- Judith Langer literacy theory, teaching, and assessment
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